Abstract. The present report proposes an efficient approach to solving within the framework of the classic and refined models the stress-strain problems of shallow shells as well as the problems on free vibrations. In accordance with the approach the initial system of partial differential equations is reduced to one-dimensional problems by using approximation of the solution in terms of basic splines in one coordinate. The boundary-value problems obtained and eigenvalue boundary-value problems for systems of ordinary differential high-order equations are solved by the stable numerical method of discrete ortogonalization.
Introduction
Shallow shells made of orthotropic materials are widely used for construction of structure elements in modern engineering (Fig. 1 ). To estimate their strength under possible conditions of service operation, it is necessary to have the information about the stress-strain state (Cowper et al. 1970; Gould 1988; Григоренко и др. 1987 ) and dynamic characteristics (Graff 1991; Lee et al. 1984; ) of the mechanical objects being considered.
Currently the problems of computational mathematics, mathematical physics, and mechanics, splinefunctions are widely solved (Fan and Cheung 1983; Завьялов и др. 1980) . It is due to advantages of the spline-approximation techniques in comparison with others. As basic advantages, the following can be referred: stability of splines in respect to local disturbances, i.e. behaviour of the spline near a point does not affect the behaviour of the spline as a whole as, for instance, this holds in the case of the polynomial approximation; fast convergence of the spline-interpolation in contrast to polynomial one; simplicity and convenience in realization of algorithms for constructing and calculating splines by personal computers. Use of spline unctions in various variational, projective, and other discrete-continual methods makes it possible to obtain appreciable results in comparison with those the classical apparatus of polynomials would yield, to simplify essentially their numerical realization, and to obtain the desired solution with a highdegree accuracy (Grigorenko and Zakhariichenko 2004; Grigorenko and Yaremchenko 2004) . 
Free vibrations of shallow shells in classic formulation
According to the Mushtari-Donnell-Vlasov's theory of shallow shells, the natural transverse vibrations of these shells are described by the equations
where x and y are the Cartesian coordinates of a point on the mid-surface (0 ≤ x ≤ a, 0 ≤ y ≤ b), t is time, w -the shell deflection, and ρ -the density of the material (rotary and in-plane inertia are not included there). The normal and shear forces N x , N y , and S and the bending and twisting moments M x , M y , and H satisfy the following relations: 2  2  66  22  66  22  2  2   2  66  12  12 66 
n n c c x y = , 1, ..., 9, 11, 12, n = 10 10 ( , , ) c c x y = ω . Boundary conditions for displacements are specified on the boundaries x = 0, a and y = 0, b. Clamped boundary at y = const:
hinged boundary:
one boundary hinged and the other clamped:
Similar conditions can also be prescribed on the boundaries x = const (replacing y by x and v by u in Eqs (6-8)).
Stress-strain state of shallow shells in refined formulation
The equilibrium equations of refined Timoshenko-Mindlin type shell theory (Григоренко и др. 1987 ) are ;
;
where , ,
x y xy ε ε ε are the tangential strains of the coordinate surface;
, , From (9) - (11) 
Clamped boundary at y = const: 0 u v w = = = , 0
x y ψ = ψ = ; at 0 y = , y b = ; (13) hinged boundary:
3. Method of solution
Free vibrations of shells
The solution of the system of equations (5) is sought in the form
where u i (x), v i (x), and w i (x)(i = 0,..., N) are the unknown functions;
-functions constructed using cubic B-splines and ( ) i y ψ -functions constructed using quintic B-splines (Завьялов и др. 1980) and they are selected so as to satisfy the boundary conditions at y = const using linear combinations of cubic and quintic B-splines (Grigorenko and Kryukov 1995) .
Substituting (15) into Eqs (5), we require that they be satisfied at prescribed collocation points
If the mesh has an even number of nodes (N=2n+1) and the collocation points are such that 
This system can be normalized: A(x,ω) is a square matrix of order 8(N+1)×8(N+1). The boundary conditions for this system can be expressed as
To solve the eigenvalue problem for the system of ordinary differential equations (17) with the boundary conditions (18), we will combine discrete orthogonalization with incremental search (Григоренко и др. 1986 ).
Stress-strain state of shells
The solution of boundary-value problem (12)- (14) can be represented as If a resolving function is equal to zero, then
If the derivative of a resolving function with respect to s is equal to zero, then
The functions ϕ j,N-1 (y) and ϕ j,N (y) can be represented similarly.
Substituting (19) into Eq. (12) and boundary conditions (14), we require that they be satisfied at prescribed collocation points. We obtain a dimensional boundary problem that can be solved by the discrete orthogonalization method. The full solving technique is described in 3.1.
The results of calculation are presented for square in plane isotropic shell displacements wE/q at all hinged boundaries in cross-section y = a/2 (Table) . The parameters of shell are a = 10, h = 0.4, k 1 = 0.05, k 2 =0, ν = 0.3, q = const. The results were obtained by spline-approximation and Fourier series methods. As follows from Table, the solution approximate to the exact one with increase in quantity of collocation points. It can be reliability criterion of the technique proposed.
Spline-approximation method
x a N = 9 N = 17 N = 21
Numerical results

Studying the natural vibrations of shells basing on the Mushtari-Donnell-Vlasov's theory
We will use the proposed approach to study the spectrum of natural vibrations of a square shallow shell with varying thickness and different boundary conditions. The thickness of the plate varies by the formula 2 0 2 ( ) (6 6 1) 1 .
The material of the shell is orthotropic (Лехницкий 1957 ) with Young's moduli From Figs 2-3 follows, that the first frequencies of orthotropic shells of a variable thickness at the big radiuses of curvature increase, and the second frequencies decrease practically linearly at increasing α . Under boundary conditions B, first two frequencies increase with increasing α . At the further reduction of the main radiuses of curvature the first frequencies decrease, and for the second both increasing and decreasing under certain boundary conditions is possible with increasing α (Fig. 4) . The higher frequencies, basically, increase nonlinearly, though their decreasing is possible also since some value α . Such behaviour of frequencies is caused by simultaneous influence both of variable thickness and the orthotropy of material. Fig. 5 demonstrates that the maximum displacement is slightly shifted from the point of the rise toward the hinged edge, the maximum increasing with α. As the thickness increases in this zone, the deflection decreases insignificantly. Fig. 6 shows how the stress on the outside surface depends on the thickness. It can be seen that the maximum of x + σ  is shifted from the point of therise toward the hinged edge and increases with α. Fig. 7 shows the stress distribution on the inside surface. The stress patterns on the inside and outside surfaces of the shell are qualitatively close and differ by sign. Quantitatively, the maximum stresses x − σ are almost twice as great as .
x + σ Fig. 5 . Distribution of displacements depend on parameter α 1. The paper proposes a numerical-analytical approach to investigation of the stress-stain state and natural vibrations of orthotropic varying thickness plates and shells. The approach includes 2 stages. At the first stage an initial eigenvalue or boundary problem for the systems of partial differential equations is reduced to the eigen-value (boundary) problem for the system of high-order ordinary differential equations by representing the desired solution in the form of segment of series in spline-collocations and choosing collocation points in the domain under consideration. The obtained one-dimensional eigen-value (boundary) problems are solved by the stable numerical method of discreteortogonalization in combination with the step-by-step search method what provides highly accurate solution.
2. The applied problems for natural vibrations (Mushtari-Donnell-Vlasov's theory) and stress-strain state (Timoshenko-Mindlin's theory.) of shallow shells with varying thickness under different boundary conditions are solved.
